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Understanding the Resistance to
Training: Part 1, The Challenge
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of Proactive
Technologies, Inc.

As with any club or organization, a business
operation can be a fertile ground for the
development of "turfs" and inter-departmental
rivalries. We don't like to admit it, but we all
know they exist. Just with individual temperaments alone, we can
expect friction between people. When they collect around a discipline,
well that is just organizational dynamics.
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Traditionally, areas of responsibility are defined among career
professionals in typical, traditionally territorial, groups - engineering,
quality, operations, production, service, human resources, accounting.
The division between these disciplines starts in college, with separate
curricula, separate clubs and events, separate social groups. Courses
are taught in different buildings, so even casual meetings are difficult
unless the effort is made.

Some graduates bring that notion of independence, self-sufficiency and
in some cases prideful superiority to the workplace, where they find the
tradition has been institutionalized. Quality meetings are held separate
from engineering meetings, and accounting and human resources are
seldom invited. When a clear mission and strong leadership is lacking to
encourage and enforce cooperation and communication, rigid
departmental lines can emerge; hampering listening and
communication, and leading to entrenched cynicism,
misunderstandings of intentions and covert, then overt, conflict.

Some of the best leaders spend time in each discipline to experience
what the role is and what cooperation looks like. The informed leader
likely walks away with an understanding of potential barriers to
communication and the benefits of cooperation.

One of Proactive Technologies' clients, which started as a family run
company and grew into a fortune 500 company, has strict rules for
instilling this awareness in its youngest family members who wanted to
join the company. First, they must graduate from college. Next, they
have to start literally at the bottom of the organization sweeping floors,
followed by a stint in each department with successful performance
before reaching their final destination; the process taking 2 years
minimum. These days, that type of organizational and cultural
development is rare.

" The level of accuracy of the worker training/continuous training
program at any business operation determines how efficiently the
organization can run, how adaptable the organization can be to
changes in technology, processes, standards and organizational
structure, and how scalable an organization is when new
opportunities emerge. Leaders ensure that training isn't an
afterthought, but it is built into every operational objective."

Without this "cross-department" experience, programmed biases are left
unchecked. Each discipline becomes rigid in their view of the world,
which can narrow to include only their perspective; concerned only with
solutions that affect them directly and originate from them. Legitimizing
that single-mindedness by allowing it can fuel misperceptions and
misunderstandings that grow to be barriers and meaningless conflict.
_________________________________________
"Training sounds so simple. Put two people together and have
one train the other to do what they do...as fast and as good as the
trainer. But we all know, from our own experiences, this is a crap
shoot. The trainer may not want to share what they have learned
for any number of reasons. Even if they do, they have repressed
the nuances of learning the proper task procedure...The trainee
doesn't know what they are not learning, and are totally
dependent on what the trainer demonstrates, what they think they
see and what they hear. They wouldn't know if anything was left
out or taught incorrectly, and may be afraid to ask for fear of
being judged...Especially for employers who have depressed
wages for technical skills, a lower offered wage attracts more
workers who need extra help in mastering the tasks, or live with
the consequences." 
_____________________________________________________
When it comes to worker development, this phenomenon manifests
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itself as "Monday Morning Quarterbacking," "Back-Seat Driving," and/or
blatant neglect and denial. Read More

Put Yourself in a Trainee's Shoes
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager - Eastern
U.S. - Proactive Technologies, Inc.

It is fun to watch a popular TV show on CBS
called "Undercover Boss." Watching a CEO or
executive of a major corporation slip into disguise
and enter the world of their workers is interesting
and entertaining. Sometimes they find the
organization needs a little "tweaking," and
sometimes it needs major rethinking.

The entertainment value, I suppose, comes from watching these
individuals being tossed into a job classification - alien to most of them -
and, while cameras are rolling, receiving a crash coarse in performing
various job tasks. Some are performed close to the customer. Not only
do leaders get a rare look at what it is like at the lower rungs of the
organization, in some cases they get a look at the sub-par performance
most of their customers experience and how tenuous the corporation's
existence is - sustained only by the initiative a few loyal, but mostly self-
interested, employees who try to make up for the corporation's short-
comings as if their job and future depend on it...which they do. If the
company fails, they lose their job, plain and simple. Some put up with
the company's shortcomings in pursuit of the next opportunity.

It is interesting to see CEO's marvel at how difficult it is to learn the job
tasks they previously thought were inconsequential and not worthy of
attention. Previously known only as a word on a report, the fact that how
the tasks are performed by these neglected employees are the reason the
corporation exists goes unnoticed and unappreciated. Some look like
episodes of the popular television shows of the 50's and 60's, "I Love
Lucy."

A typical Undercover Boss episode might display:

Unstructured, inconsistent and incomplete training;

Uneven and uncertain motivation;

Conflicting operating orders;

Unexpectedly outdated or inoperable equipment;

Unclear standard practices;

Unexpected lack of leadership at the local level spawned by
unexpected lack of leadership at the upper levels;

Unvarnished displays of workers rising above these
organizational inadequacies and their own personal challenges to
ensure product gets out the door and services are performed with
pride.

Focusing on one aspect, in each case the resident expert was selected to
train the covert executive. Yet these attempts at unstructured, task-based
training give a vivid picture of the limitations, risks, and failures of
foregoing a deliberate training strategy. CEOs, who previously were told
that the corporate training programs proliferated to each facility were
"state of the art" and "working quite well" are now exposed to the end-
users perspective. In a typical episode, if you look past the entertainment
factor, one can easily detect: Read More
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Classes alone will not
close the "skills gap,"
but structured on-the-
job training can...every
time!

Under-capacity of workers is an
enormous source of untapped
value and unrealized return on
worker investment. In addition,
standardizing expert task
performance - between workers
and shifts - can add to worker ROI
through lower scrap and rework.

Experience the power of the
PROTECH© system of
managed human resource
development!

Some Community Colleges
Moving Back Toward 70's
Approach to Vocational
Programs; Why Did it Take So
Long?
Dr. Dave Just, formally Dean of Corporate and
Continuing Education at Community Colleges
in MA, OH, PA, SC. Currently President of
K&D Consulting
 
In a recent article in the Community College Daily News entitled, "A
Shift Back to Trades," , which is an excerpt from an article by Matt
Krupnick entitled, "After Decades of Pushing Bachelor's Degrees, U.S.
Needs Mores Trades People," it appears that many in institutions of
higher learning are accepting the realization that not everyone is suited
for college or a career requiring 4-year, or more, college degrees. Some
people learn better, faster and become more productive from a program
focused on training rather than the conveyance of knowledge.

Societies have always had a natural division of labor, represented at one
end of the spectrum by those who predominantly work with their hands
(e.g. craftsman, builders, fixers) and those who primarily work with their
accumulated knowledge (e.g. managers, lawyers, teachers). Closer to
the center of the spectrum, some of these types of labor overlap,
requiring the application of knowledge in practical uses, such as doctors,
accountants, software programmers. Traditionally, careers in the latter
required a 4 -year education or more and experience in the field since the
positions were heavy on knowledge requirements and industry-general
standardized practices.

At the other end of the spectrum, training is focused on tasks routinely
required of the worker - this becomes the focus of mastery of specific
tasks of the job area. This is what an employer values and which make
workers valuable. Knowledge conveyed at the point of utilizing it in the
task, coupled with the convergence of core skills and core abilities,
followed by repetitive practice of precise procedural steps develops trade-
specific, higher-order skills. These skills yield a meaningful unit of work
that is marketable to an employer in the industry. While one can say that
occupations at the other end of the spectrum perform units of work as
well, the type of work performed is more "situational" and less repetitive
the higher up the organizational chart.

Leading up to the 1970's, this was understood. In fact, many high
schools around the country had very effective "vocational" programs, in
many cases as good and relevant as the local community colleges. Read
More

Appreciating the Value of Labor
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of Proactive Technologies, Inc.

For expanding and improving businesses that have the capital for the
investment in new equipment or processes, attempting to become or
remain competitive, the level of investment is not as important as the
return on that investment. This consistent practice of determining where
to best place capital for the highest return should apply to labor. What is
"paid" for labor is not as relevant as the value it adds to the operation
and, ultimately, profit; the return on worker investment.

The lack of appreciation for the difference in "training cost" and
"training investment"  is understandable because it is rarely
contrasted. The college textbook entitled Financial Accounting: An
Introduction to Concepts, Methods and Uses, defines "direct labor cost"
as the "Cost of labor (material) applied and assigned directly to a product;
contrast this with indirect labor cost." Indirect labor cost" is defined as,
"An indirect cost of labor (material) such as supervisors (supplies)."
There is no mention of an expected return on investment. Generations
of cost accountants have been taught that there is no good that comes for
higher labor costs, which to them is determined by the level of staffing
and wage levels. There is no differentiation between strategic labor costs
and uncontrolled labor costs.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MftPFCwReZ8x4R9GW4O7X8N-X__9RIqkAsf13HsaqZUxzL5LLG8kf0O1dmB-h-hrX2V7s2-fEPqCO_tpm9_FPrvHt8sf73_HZ7fT-avVtgfMpLyiyzbHY9qviAddHId0JbmD-_mB1HrN7sUexkhGTzDzIWFDnf_lQK3z58w1PZgkX1Pi6SBC81A4wlEsLON8i1ff7YReNJOuoPiy0v7BO8hXAud8PReTzbX8lCzlzVz74935fXOum_YJwx2KttAuuN42AXb59mu1EMerD0Wd3xTbVVxbTUauikVufC7rWVELUbpGP6tlqESvDb0lW5nlVpGBwvrAOWI=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MftPFCwReZ8x4R9GW4O7X8N-X__9RIqkAsf13HsaqZUxzL5LLG8kfyXfGxASagJQ3fby3UaSoGpJmk_YvPnnhJiGQXrafriLdHrqNJT2fNMhELyu6-9H6qAqrT8S4JMGKszFgwZJxFKldZjcuWFa99IyxuBz0NEr395rPvZeOM-6tSRt0hrw-LuFTtrsMylc0_oFDs-P4D5RPBzKDhX5Bqs5NC1GLe8B9IkqEEc8wHDa4dHWuJ7iVBwwY47mrO2QS1k2EAvo8RygSBEPH0vVDJy4lrd__kCGVkBtnrnWPKrth9O9Lowe29zxJttSjg-e5IZFxewVQsZLEEC1m8NaOBbS13l33u-K35OyBKDgTT-fS9PjPwYFPNcqGScLUkonyJhnUW6nietBe1ow6yE2BiS-NHHH1-L3udL2XuzFtx7y4f0fqwWsJwDGunkJKHUG&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MftPFCwReZ8x4R9GW4O7X8N-X__9RIqkAsf13HsaqZUxzL5LLG8kfyXfGxASagJQi_1Jn4Pntxpjd7R2WCizhmWh-u4KIoki1bEmkzZA0uy-smA-1T4WME4Owc2k4VTxQ0uWvdaA-B9cnNJXAU4ZyU7InfWwtQL_97zmcMi_YLqvkUfSjBkFohuZCQXjl7vLEfXxahotPHKyMjda0SdHvkiHw-6kspOBlVgbxoCwxSKkcTXRUDwAxT7YokEMV_oefJRdl4fCnPuhBUl8sTQ031nXnxYMbYWeXFmzjdIybm3bHO5LYls_aWUn7C2jMw7No_Y6m3BMc40gn0P0mz3ukblExNu0pTmXYkPuaccvorEr_4nxZij6roGVCmWPgLTYshKq6JkyVFs=&c=&ch=
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investment!

You would be surprised how small
of an investment is needed to
unlock enormous returns. 

If budgets are tight, Proactive
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implementation support -
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"The profit from, and value of, most worker's labor comes from
task-based work, so all inputs that drive workers to high-
performance, high-capacity output are investments."

As discussed in many articles in past issues of the Proactive
Technologies Report, although labor costs are considered direct costs
from an accounting standpoint, they should be more importantly
considered as an investment in the operation's overall level of
competitiveness. Operations may vary as to the level of return on
investment from labor, but each worker's cumulative expertise gained
while employed becomes an asset to the operation akin to intellectual
property and, therefore, wages and compensation paid to develop a
worker are an investment.

As many operation managers have found out, drastic moves like
reducing the wage rates by 20%, 30% or more, while expecting to
maintain the same output quantity and quality, chases off the workers
with the gained technical expertise...because they can leave. The
investment is lost and so are any returns. Furthermore, it is difficult to
find new candidates who are willing and able to "hit the ground running"
for an unreasonably low wage rate. And if a good candidate for
employment is found and selected, bringing their productive capacity up
may be delayed or hindered by the fact that the remaining "subject
matter experts" are not as capable of transferring expertise as the
technical experts that were driven away.

Scores of competitively run global corporations in the past few decades
have withered away chasing short-term numbers to appease
shareholders and activist investors, which in the longer run undermined
their capacity, purpose, level of service and brand.
Read More

Industry News

Natural Disasters Take Their Toll on Neighbors, Small
Businesses, Local Economies and Nations
Proactive Technologies Report Staff

It seems that when natural disasters strike, those that can least afford to
loose, loose the most. Hurricanes Harvey and Irma devastated the lives
and livelihoods of so many of our neighbors across the southern United
States and Caribbean. The Mexico City Earthquake destroyed many
buildings and killed many people - the total number yet to be known.
They will need everyone's help during the coming months and years. 

If you want to help but don't know how to reach organizations who are
there right know lending a hand, here are a few links to some who can
help make sure your donation, whatever you are able to contribute,
reach those who need it the most.

    Hand In Hand 2017

    American Red Cross

                   
            The Salvation Army

                                     

    The International Salvation Army

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MftPFCwReZ8x4R9GW4O7X8N-X__9RIqkAsf13HsaqZUxzL5LLG8kf2ic8vPaQMtk4Ch4UIkLaO6pbGzFa9ojLcXpRRzaCL0FsNc7wv0WtHVIhm_-Irxty7-djzDrURw8ZRQ8DktrVGLJHA1y6XUfeDU6B89Ik7kqVKSn8lK6Rs_GCY-ILmzSKwiO-VjBCCvgroCM48cWbhPVEvqJxHZMSdL9ZAzgWyh6f7cFSkECJeXg0avh-RzWpsMKT4vDTg35BYyGY1N6eIa7WycpSK956wKxjibrSgC6HtfB8hppV9JusSZPIFaFOWIPA3SCAguk&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MftPFCwReZ8x4R9GW4O7X8N-X__9RIqkAsf13HsaqZUxzL5LLG8kf6Pgocq2rdC4P6XgMS_BL8_w6VjnoW4P9nEfXO5Bm8Mv2h_tfsI9ciazcQXfYPT1kWz6lY5Jv0wCS4OVjDkP6_MQpCnFZiyTnEt0Sz7y0fZiczPST8hB_Zd8gtN_WkNx0WeTNREbwMfNKZ2GNeFpF_u9SjaLjLegtCUnmsXAEymtiAach3u-PqqKQT1nfuYk4qI8MdHJc3iwy-z8NRVs2dmvsEKpljzKrQqAtbvL6SPWw07dEYelgzO51v8PpU1V_w==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MftPFCwReZ8x4R9GW4O7X8N-X__9RIqkAsf13HsaqZUxzL5LLG8kf4H5sx5LYfU-epuLyEBKy9XcGhwCdN3ATN4_L2MPNXJXdgT8LTaH53Doag8BHOJm69CgiauMgObykCFlNvRvufd87A1RcnY5k9A3IRVQHMXxMc6KBO7pn_TVki_GCUoydl8v447Ns-d0DE8Jsmwnh0mwy2kEf8YWbYKbbWiePvRIGvvffpLLAP8BrhcldsHw6uLYpzApmyuMMsR9h4nfhp9vA-HSf4CRFZTIvhmsb_q4vFhKCIpOp5BDx4V1NxfxG1SGzrDtcBFZ1mbDrZLp_9q8rCe5b4Cbwnari07CatUR&c=&ch=
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MftPFCwReZ8x4R9GW4O7X8N-X__9RIqkAsf13HsaqZUxzL5LLG8kfyXfGxASagJQbustR38RNyfHXPWYH-Lp78BnFT47V3gDiK6I_DCHWH0C_5uzygol8fgSkbY5e4EG9P4wGBEfCy3II8qhP8FsX08mkZ4Dt0ADk4t-GErWB9K1uHItq-4PlzeGzTce9tKkiOeEXhGRWvlb8veCWUaCFpVUE4csZGmgtM3KGGtHHIouhSBLvTcxn4cyWjPIgL9bNo04-s6HImMr_lv8AzappatU24zyLn_vQcVKY1HqlKs=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MftPFCwReZ8x4R9GW4O7X8N-X__9RIqkAsf13HsaqZUxzL5LLG8kfyXfGxASagJQnHBOOC1gXZB5L6ak7VctdlPqfzdYzKerWkea-Gpo8eNJMrSan29sT0mIuTaYBexKeWJSH5SJcgPn_eqo0Fh5Nr1WryCglDPhCX52-JNIy2JqOwexQPA-5LLCJdkya6wxY1SllNU0EfyMVl0tiUp5kY2Jq5DrVV1HI8YvLYqkWtOY86GX_rIFXEO9Z56ZM2AR4m1wblsTi8OhwDLWoPvVtaQfpgIX0iYkJDMMXMkoIw42jlPLzkAZPVbKwpQLYXaVEJV-RLBBOsX4mFDsMvRR_g==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MftPFCwReZ8x4R9GW4O7X8N-X__9RIqkAsf13HsaqZUxzL5LLG8kfyXfGxASagJQb2lbd9Bv4NHrJ-QnrtxgHHZOSUTg_bvOyf6EAv8wvFdx1aFYhsF-BXTPQ2psnhC7a0-0eUmWGrGa30_Hg_i0brjROpxVy_ng-cj1dBblTWsLRonVG4ITa50R-RTw1GZE_t2XVyA0pNKvL8GY-1K0mMMpCD0F-cjwscO3e7v3HRDM-RVC04IxGXyPbZx8ExXIrSowvbO8c_8eEknFUgMcbD4c0-giyUHzWMklsdSQ9Zw=&c=&ch=
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            Direct Relief  

     
Remember, the flood waters will recede and the aftershocks will
subside, but it will take many months, perhaps years, for those affected
to find some sense of normal life. If you are able, please help in any way
you can. 

Manufacturing and Trade:
Inventories and Sales
US Department of Commerce - Economics and Statistics
Administration
The U.S. Census Bureau today announced new data showing that July
2017 business inventories were $1,873.9 billion, up 0.2 percent from
June 2017, and up 3.0 percent from July 2016. Sales were $1,358.8
billion, up 0.2 percent from the previous month and up 4.9 percent from
one year earlier. Read Report 

Manufacturer's Shipments,
Inventories, and Orders
US Department of Commerce - Economics and Statistics
Administration
U.S. Census Bureau releases new data for July 2017 showing new
orders for manufactured goods decreased 3.3 percent, to $466.4 billion.
Shipments rose 0.3 percent, to $474.3 billion. Unfilled orders fell 0.3
percent at $1,131.9 billion. And inventories rose 0.2 percent, to $651.6
billion. Read Report 

Midyear Data Shows US Machine Tool
Orders Accelerating
American Machinist - Robert Brooks 
Domestic manufacturers ordered $373.19
million worth of new metal-cutting machine tools
during June, 7.0% higher than the May total and 12% higher than the
June 2016 total. Through the first six months of 2017, total U.S.
machine tool orders stand at $2.04 billion, which is 7.1% higher than
the January-June 2016 new-order volume. Read Article 

Defense Firms Eye Billion-Dollar Chance
for 'Made in India'
IndustryWeek - Agence France-Presse 
India has drawn up a shopping list for tens of
billions of dollars of foreign fighter jets, armored
vehicles, submarines and helicopters but it will only sign the checks if
they are made in India.

The world's largest defense importer has announced a new policy
inviting foreign defense manufacturers to set up shop as minority
partners in India. It initiated the bidding process for submarines in July.

Such deals would boost job creation and bring key defense technologies
into India. Read Article 

Legal Case Shows Social Networks Can't
Remain Neutral On User Privacy
CFO.com - Ron Moscana
The LinkedIn/hiQ case highlights the tension
between the desire to protect users' privacy and the
free flow of information.

What is more important - that LinkedIn should be
able to control the commercial use of its vast
database of users' "public profile" data (to protect the
privacy of users, among other motivations) or that
anyone should be able to access and exploit data that individuals choose
to put in the public domain (in the interest of promoting an open and
competitive market)?

A California court decided this month, albeit only at the preliminary

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MftPFCwReZ8x4R9GW4O7X8N-X__9RIqkAsf13HsaqZUxzL5LLG8kf4H5sx5LYfU-epuLyEBKy9XcGhwCdN3ATN4_L2MPNXJXdgT8LTaH53Doag8BHOJm69CgiauMgObykCFlNvRvufd87A1RcnY5k9A3IRVQHMXxMc6KBO7pn_TVki_GCUoydl8v447Ns-d0DE8Jsmwnh0mwy2kEf8YWbYKbbWiePvRIGvvffpLLAP8BrhcldsHw6uLYpzApmyuMMsR9h4nfhp9vA-HSf4CRFZTIvhmsb_q4vFhKCIpOp5BDx4V1NxfxG1SGzrDtcBFZ1mbDrZLp_9q8rCe5b4Cbwnari07CatUR&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MftPFCwReZ8x4R9GW4O7X8N-X__9RIqkAsf13HsaqZUxzL5LLG8kfyXfGxASagJQmorx5Q-vcy2PhB4_TMptC5O8IaFaDdm0YvDT9kGOTrLiCNkP7JU9zFnZuKUCBWQ35rm6CMYThjTD-6x7oPfYeW9eo-WN9sal3nGmmb1E3yOcEffY4vtLJr_VYxjGgVMVvlDo1I7TbzXzCDFapQcFXyThGDSciJNJnX18nLFjlGFsKD88bZsyY_7dcHAZRlFMu1hCSXWa63ZRrCURS_F9KBwEQuou71jvmzT8bGnsEc7La-qdPFmA5A==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MftPFCwReZ8x4R9GW4O7X8N-X__9RIqkAsf13HsaqZUxzL5LLG8kfyXfGxASagJQUMO1oNS7LvgzyjrBrvI_V2MQ3QbTSTMR8D2fisJKDFoiOXks8_MmC3P8_Wz3aqsBvcWJdGoLGVF4G65YCC4_1XbQFuDVnNVbFKEOHBMC1tP_NBL1Tqi3oOhee9bi04wG8SDm89WAoZ2gTlGmFsd0fYv566TedWOUlHbQasGiHBSyQTP_dUVYFnVFXyt3btnnCvHbvWFG9oAPwKJ_hsHfmHso4CvCpi1hTl-zokKZ03TpVc4OFfcUEOc6xMEDLhE2eFFPA2U2mNzP5UK-Yy5z_FXQ1gGiCFSQWBbhVuN1qdD5luA3l8o5nh4-orA5JnloFEu0DL1Qv8Q_O7OtmZpOiSQ0YUMw_CbtKUWr2BV8LF388hjMz9vkCgRSya_Enx8PYrpkdXOs_lFgjFlGUzLieduSLdB1EzB7ZwBj37g--FB9-YqU_VB9EBFSRA1AOogt&c=&ch=
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MEMORABLE QUOTES

"It is difficult to get a man to
understand something when
his salary depends on his not
understanding it."

Upton Sinclair

"All true learning is
experience; everything else is

just information"

Albert Einstein
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September:
Confusion Over What Constitutes
"Training" Stumbling Block to
Effective Strategies
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Cross-Training Workers After Lean
Efforts Builds Capacity Using
Existing Staff
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager -
Eastern U.S. - Proactive Technologies,
Inc.
 

The Right Assessment is a Good
Predictor if Candidate is Able to
Learn and Master The Job
Classification - Job Relevance is
Critical to Legal Compliance
andSuccess - Part 2

by Jim Poole, President of Lifetime
Learning, LLC

Replicating Your Best Performers
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of

stage, to favor the interests of competitiveness over privacy in granting a
temporary injunction against LinkedIn.

The case against LinkedIn was brought by hiQ Labs, a data analysis
business that depends on LinkedIn. It scrapes publicly available profile
data of LinkedIn users and analyzes it for its customers-employers and
potential employers. One of its services promises to identify employees
who are more likely to leave their current employer. Read Article 

CSX Service Disaster Steps Up
Scrutiny by Congress and the STB
Material Handling & Logistics - David
Sparkman 
Extensive delays and communications
breakdowns throughout the CSX Transportation rail system spurred the
Surface Transportation Board to schedule a public listening session for
Sept. 12 to hear from shippers and other stakeholders about service
issues that have threatened to close factories and added significant costs
to business operations.

The STB action arose from continuing service failures being brought to
its attention by the railroad's customers and members of Congress
hearing about the problems from constituents.Read Article

Boeing Forecast for Chinese Demand
Rises to $1.1 Trillion
IndustryWeek - Robert Brooks 
Boeing Commercial Airplanes issued a new 20-
year forecast for Chinese regional demand,
pegging the cumulative market value at nearly $1.1 trillion. With total
demand for new aircraft in the region totaling 7,240 new aircraft of
various types, the current outlook represents a 6.3% rise over the 2016
forecast.

"China's continuous economic growth, significant investment in
infrastructure, growing middle-class and evolving airline business
models support this long-term outlook," commented Randy Tinseth, the
OEM's vice president of marketing. "China's fleet size is expected to
grow at a pace well above the world average, and almost 20% of global
new airplane demand will be from airlines based in China." Read Article

Threat to the American Patent System
and Inventors' Rights
IndustryWeek - Michele Nash-Hoff 
In September 2011, Congress passed and then-
President Obama signed the Leahy-Smith
America Invents Act (AIA) that changed the U.S. patent system to the
party "first to file" instead of the "first to invent" to bring the U.S. in line
with other countries who adopted first to file patent systems years ago,
supposedly to simplify the patent process for companies that file
applications in multiple countries. Its central provisions went into effect
on September 16, 2012 and on March 16, 2013.

At the time, supporters said it would improve patent quality by creating a
new process for reviewing patents after they have been issued and allow
third parties to provide information on other parties' applications.Read
Article

Down $20 Billion, Boeing Stuffs
Pension Fund With Its Own Shares
IndustryWeek - Bloomberg 
After a record-setting, 58% rally this year, Boeing
is betting it can keep producing the kind of
earnings that push shares higher. If all goes well, not only will the
pension benefit, but Boeing says it will be able to forgo contributions for
the next four years. 

Like so many companies in America, Boeing Co. has largely neglected
the gaping deficit in its employee pension as it doled out lavish rewards
to shareholders.

What's raising eyebrows is how it plans to shore up the retirement plan.
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Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Worker "Prior Learning Assessment"
- Documenting Cumulative Work
Skills and Knowledge Acquisition
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

August:
Supervisors and First Line
Management Need Structured On-
The-Job Training, Too
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Realistic Job Previews Can be a
Useful Tool for Measuring a
Prospective Employee's Transferable
Task-based Skills
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager -
Eastern U.S. - Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

Developing the Maintenance and
Other Technically Skilled Workers
That You Need; To Specification, With
Minimal Investment
by Dr. Dave Just, former Dean of
Corporate and Continuing Education at
Community Colleges in MA, OH, PA, SC.
Currently President of L&D Consulting  

Can't Find The Right Workers? Why
Not Train Workers To Your Own To
Specification?
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.
 

Some Common, But Unfortunate,
Reasons Used to Avoid Structured
On-The-Job Training
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

July:
Economic Development Opportunities
- An Important Incentive in Attracting
Companies to Your Region
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Increasing Worker Capacity - An
Alternative to Cutting Workers for
Short-term Cost Savings
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager -
Eastern U.S. - Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

Is an Apprenticeship Without
Structured On-The-Job Training an
Apprenticeship?
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Changes in ISO 9001: 2015 and Any
Effects on Worker Training
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc
.
What Makes Proactive Technologies's
Accelerated Transfer of ExpertiseTM
So Effective
by Proactive Technologies, Inc. Staff

June:
"Full Job Mastery" means "Maximum

Last month, Boeing made its largest pension contribution in over a
decade. But rather than put up cash and lock in the funding, the
planemaker transferred $3.5 billion of its own shares, including those it
bought back in years past. (The administrator says it expects to sell them
over the coming year.) Read More 

Heart and Sole: A Case for American
Manufacturing
IndustryWeek - Travis M. Hessman 
Tucked into the hills of Portland, Oregon, KEEN
Inc. is quietly rewriting the rules for the entire
footwear industry. In the process, it might have found a recipe to bring
manufacturing back to the United States.
  
It was already 102°, the air thick with smoke from some distant wildfire
by the time I arrived at KEEN Inc.'s Portland boot factory last month.
Perfectly absurd conditions for a factory tour.

But the absurdity felt right.

I was, after all, walking into a shoe factory in the United States.
Moreover, at a time when around 99% of the shoes worn in this country
are made in another and U.S. factory work is being steadily overtaken by
robots and automation, I was entering an American footwear plant that is
still dominated by real humans doing real work to create real products.

That's as absurd as it gets. But that's also kind of KEEN's thing.
Read Article 

Buy American, Hire American: How
Renewed Protectionism Is Reshaping
Supply Chains
IndustryWeek - Connor DiGregorio 
Cowboy hats, fire trucks and baseball bats-these
were some of the products put on display at the White House during the
"Made in America Week" this past July. While this was mainly a
symbolic, PR-motivated show to celebrate American manufacturing,
recent policy initiatives by President Trump's administration are aiming
to reshape the supply chains of federal agencies and companies across
many sectors.

In his first months in office, Trump signed a slew of executive orders
intended to give domestic businesses an economic boost. These orders
mainly scrapped regulations regarding hiring practices, carbon
emissions and banking compliance. However, the headline
announcement was his "Buy American, Hire American" executive
order, which aims to tighten standards for federal procurement
departments and companies that hire foreign workers.

There are two main directives in the order, as its title suggests. Read
Article 

Financial News
Regulators Find "High Level" of Risk in
Syndicated Loans
CFO.com - Vincent Ryan
The riskiness of large syndicated bank commitments declined slightly as
of the first quarter but remained elevated, according to U.S. banking
regulators. The high level of credit risk is mostly due to leveraged lending
practices and loans to distressed borrowers in the oil & gas sector.
Regulators are concerned that loan losses could rise considerably if U.S.
economic conditions deteriorate.

The review of "shared national credits" (SNCs) - loans of at least $20
million that are jointly made by three or more U.S.-regulated banks - is
conducted regularly by the Federal Reserve in conjunction with the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Office of the Comptroller
of the Currency.

The latest review, published Wednesday and based on bank
examinations conducted in the third quarter of 2016 and the first quarter
of 2017, found that a lower percentage of syndicated loan commitments
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had weaknesses - 10.3% compared with 9.7% a year ago. The
improvement was in part due to better credit-risk management practices
at banks, the agencies noted. Read Article 

Sustainability Is a Key to Future
Competitiveness
CFO.com - David McCann
Traditional measurements of company value like total shareholder
return (TSR) and market capitalization may help identify what
companies are presently the healthiest. But, according to a new study by
Accenture, they don't have much to say about prospects for future
competitiveness.

The reason, Accenture says, is that companies historically have pursued
value creation by focusing only on growth or profitability, or both. What
they should be deploying today, in order to best position themselves for
competitiveness later, is an "interdependent" strategy focused equally on
growth, profitability, and a third dimension: sustainability and trust.

The authors of the study, Mark Pearson and Bill Theofilou, made the
case in an earlier-published white paper for why growth and profitability
are "hard-wired" to sustainability and trust. Thanks to digital
technologies, "the world has a front-row seat into your business
operations," they wrote. "Accountability is no longer just to customers
and shareholders, but to society at large. If a company fails to uphold its
covenant with customers, it will never achieve profitable growth." Read
Article 

Economist Seeks to Debunk 'Shareholder
Value'
CFO.com - David M. Katz
Using strong language in a recent working paper, an
economist has set his sights on debunking two of the
most well-established ideas in corporate finance: the
notion that "maximizing shareholder value" should
be a company's main goal and the principle that
issuing stock has been one of the best ways for
companies to raise capital.

"This essay is dedicated to the proposition that MSV misunderstands the
historical role that the stock market has played in the evolution of the
U.S. business corporation and its contribution to economic
performance," William Lazonick, an economics professor at the
University of Massachusetts at Lowell, writes in "The Functions of the
Stock Market and the Fallacies of Shareholder Value." 

In the paper, Lazonick contends that the "ideology" of maximizing
shareholder value has legitimized "the looting of the U.S. industrial
corporation." By measuring performance in terms of MSV, corporate
America has justified buybacks that do much more to enrich senior
managements and hedge fund activists than to provide the resources
needed to fund corporate assets, he argues. Read Article

Harvey and Irma to Slow US
Economy but Rebound Should
Follow
The Independent
With businesses disrupted, fuel and chemical refineries out of
commission and consumers struggling to restore their lives, Hurricanes
Harvey and Irma will likely pack a tough double-whammy for the U.S.
economy. Nearly one-fifth of the nation's oil refining capacity has been
shut down because of Harvey, and fuel production has dropped sharply
as a result, according to Bank of America Merrill Lynch. Consumers will
also spend less in the immediate aftermath of the storms. Even those
ready to make purchases will face closed storefronts and dark
restaurants. Irma will cause tourists to delay - and in many cases never
take - trips to Florida's beaches or Disney World. Chemical refineries
have also been closed, reducing the production of plastics. Damage
estimates from the two storms are still early, particularly for Irma.
Hurricane Harvey will likely cost up to $108 billion, according to Bank of
America Merrill Lynch, which would make it the second-most-expensive
hurricane after Katrina. Mark Zandi, chief economist for Moody's
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Analytics, estimates that Irma will cause $64 billion to $92 billion in
damage. 

While the economic toll pales beside the human costs, analysts estimate
that the nation's annualized growth rate will be one-half to one full
percentage point slower in the July-September quarter than it would
otherwise have been. 

But repair work, reconstruction and purchases of replacement cars and
other goods should provide an offsetting boost later this year and in early
2018. "Construction activity will rocket in the affected areas," predicted
Ian Shepherdson, chief economist at Pantheon Macroeconomics.
"Households' spending on building materials, furniture, appliances, and
vehicles will all be much higher than otherwise would have been the
case." Read Article

SEC Warns of Initial Coin Offering Fraud
Risks
CFO.com - Matthew Heller
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission has issued a warning
about digital coin offerings, telling investors they could be used to
manipulate a company's stock price.

The commission has been stepping up its scrutiny of offers and sales of
digital assets, including "initial coin offerings" (ICOs) or "token sales." In
an investor alert released on Monday, it warned that fraudsters could be
using "the lure of new and emerging technologies to convince potential
victims to invest their money" in publicly traded companies that claim to
provide exposure to these new technologies.

The possible frauds, the SEC said, include market manipulation
schemes through which companies publicly announce ICO or
coin/token related events "to affect the price of the company's common
stock." Read Article

Does Bank Loan Data Suggest a Faltering
Economy?
CFO.com - Christopher Whalen
Federal reserve chair Janet Yellen's defense of the
benefits of regulation last week in Jackson Hole
probably killed her chances for reappointment, but
the more pressing reason to see Yellen return to the
private sector is visible in the U.S. real estate market.

Yellen and her colleagues have created large bubbles in many asset
classes from residential homes to commercial real estate to construction
lending. As in the 2000s, this latest bout of asset price inflation will not
end well for banks or investors.

What do the most recent bank loan portfolio data from the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp., for the second quarter of 2017, say about asset
prices and inflation? For some quarters now, the credit statistics for the
$16 trillion asset banking system have been too good to be true, in some
cases suggesting that credit events have no cost. The last time this
circumstance existed was the mid-2000s, when several large mortgage
banks were reporting a negative cost - that is, a profit - from default
events. Read Article

Congress Wants a $2 Trillion Tax
Break. US Companies Don't
IndustryWeek - Bloomberg 
Congressional tax writers want to offer U.S.
companies an "unprecedented" way to slash
their tax bills by investing in new equipment. But firms that stand to
benefit most are saying no thanks, just give every company a bigger rate
cut.

A lobbying group for companies including Intel, AT&T Inc. and Verizon --
all of which were among the biggest spenders on equipment and
facilities over the past 12 months -- says a major cut to the current 35%
corporate tax rate is the better way to drive economic growth.

"Making America great starts with the rate -- ideally in the low 20s," said
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James Pinkerton, co-chair of the RATE Coalition, which has dozens of
corporate members. "Every other tax decision is subordinate to what the
rate is."

Some economists disagree, arguing that "full expensing" -- letting
companies write-off the cost of their capital spending immediately instead
of doing it gradually over years -- would provide incentives for companies
to invest, spurring growth more effectively than a simple rate cut. But the
revenue cost of the change, which is estimated at more than $2 trillion
over 10 years, makes it a tough sell politically. Read Article 

International News
How Tax Reform Could Grow Our
Economy and Create Jobs 
IndustyWeek - Michele Nash-Hoff 
A border adjustable business tax is needed to
improve the competitive ability of US
manufacturers.

Over 150 countries in the world have shifted a significant portion of their
tax mix to border adjustable consumption taxes - value added taxes
(VATs) or goods and services taxes (GSTs). Consumption taxes are
"border adjustable taxes" and allowed under World Trade Organization
rules. Consumption taxes are a tax on consumption - as opposed to
income, wealth, property, or wages. Consumption taxes are called goods
and services taxes in Canada, Australia, New Zealand or value added
taxes in other countries. They are usually a tax only on the incremental
value that is added at each level of the supply chain to a product, material
or service. Most countries VATs or GSTs are tariff and subsidy
replacements, mimicking a currency devaluation if a country raises the
VAT or GST and uses proceeds to lower purely domestic taxes and
costs.
Read Article

Supply Chain Experiencing High Rate
of Terrorist Attacks
Material Handling & Logistics - Staff 
Attacks on global supply chains by terrorist
groups have hit the highest rate ever as have
associated costs, according to a report recently released by BSI.

The variety of attacks include targeting the oil infrastructure, hijacking
and cargo theft through to contraband smuggling, extortion and
kidnapping schemes. 

Over the past 10 years, an average of 3.1 attacks have occurred each
week. In 2016 a total of 346 attacks took place, according to analysis
conducted by BSI's SCREEN Intelligence program. Read Article 

Caribbean Recovers Slowly as More
Storms Threaten
DeutscheWelle
Recovery in the Caribbean following Hurricane
Irma is slow and more storms are on the way.
Cuba was badly hit and a UN program has been launched to help feed
those affected. Housing renewal is a priority.

The United Nations' World Food Program (WFP) said on Saturday it was
launching a $5.7-million (5.2-million euro) operation in Cuba to help feed
700,000 people in areas most affected by Hurricane Irma, which hit the
northern coastline of the Caribbean's largest island last weekend.

"This hurricane just went down the entire coastline, the volume of
impact is just unprecedented," WFP Executive Director David Beasley
said during a visit to Havana, after meeting with Vice President Miguel
Diaz-Canel. Read Article

New Zealand's Jacinda Ardern Set to
Eclipse Martin Schulz's Social
Democrats in Germany
DeutscheWelle
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Next weekend, New Zealand and Germany will go to the polls.
Chancellor Angela Merkel looks set to trump Social Democrat Martin
Schulz. His South Pacific counterpart Jacinda Ardern could oust Prime
Minister Bill English.

Two conservative-led governments, one in Germany and one in New
Zealand, neared a final week of campaigning on Saturday. But the two
center-left challengers faced highly divergent election prospects after a
decade of market gains and social hardships in both OECD
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries.

New Zealand's election takes place Saturday, September 23, and
Germany's on Sunday. Taking into account time zones, they take place
about 34 hours apart. Read Article

How Posting on Facebook Could Send
You to Jail
BBC - Dominic Casciani
Joanne Frail admitted contacting a defendant via
Facebook and was jailed for eight months. Is
your last post on Facebook going to land you in jail?

It might do if it ruins a criminal trial. And the government is now looking
for evidence of whether new laws are needed to stop it happening.

The Attorney General, the government's top law officer, is asking
judges, police and victims' groups for examples of where posts, chat and
tweets have compromised a trial. Read Article

Equifax data breach: Credit rating firm
replaces key staff
BBC 
Equifax's share price has fallen by more than a
third

US credit report giant Equifax has replaced two senior staff after revealing
last week it had suffered a massive data breach. Data on up to 143
million Americans, about 400,000 Britons and a number of Canadians
may have been stolen by hackers between mid-May and July.

The chief information officer and chief security officer have both stood
down. Equifax faces dozens of legal claims over the breach, which the
US Federal Trade Commission is investigating. Read Article 

Brazil's President Temer Charged With
Leading 'Criminal Organisation'
France24
Brazilian President Michel Temer was charged
with obstruction of justice and leading a criminal
organization on Thursday, another blow to the embattled leader and the
stability of Latin America's largest nation.

In widely expected filings to the country's top court, Attorney General
Rodrigo Janot accused Temer's Brazilian Democratic Movement Party of
receiving nearly $190 million in bribes in a scheme to trade in political
favors and influence.

"Temer gave the needed stability and security to the criminal apparatus,
appearing at the same time as the leader and foundation of the
organization," Janot said in the indictment. Read Article 

Venezuela Rivals Edge Closer Towards
Crisis Talks
France24
Talks between Venezuela's government and
opposition inched closer Wednesday as delegates
from both sides began exploratory contacts with mediators in the
Dominican Republic.

Jorge Rodriguez, a close ally of Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro,
said some progress had been made towards face-to-face negotiations.
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"We are very close to resolving many of the points on the agenda," he
told reporters in the capital of the Caribbean state.

The opposition delegation was expected to meet Dominican President
Danilo Medina, who is trying to broker a breakthrough in the crisis along
with ex-Spanish prime minister Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero. Read
Article 

Mexico's Economy: Facts,
Opportunites, Challenges
TheBalance - Kimberly Amadeo
Mexico is quickly becoming an emerging market
heavy-weight. Its economic output, as measured
by gross domestic product was $2.2 trillion in
2015. This was much less than its primary trading partner, the United
States ($17.9 trillion) but larger than its other NAFTA partner, Canada
($1.6 trillion). Mexico's geographic size is equivalent to Saudi Arabia. But
it supports five times as many people while exporting one-fourth of the
oil.

Mexico's 2015 GDP growth rate was 2.3 percent. That's better than the
2.1 percent rate in 2014, and the 1.4 percent rate in 2013. Its standard of
living, as measured by GDP per capita, was $18,500, less than half that
of its other NAFTA partners. (Source: CIA Factbook). Read Article

Hardliners Protest French Labour
Reform as Macron Chides 'Slackers'
France24
Tens of thousands of hard-left trade unionists
marched through French cities on Tuesday to
protest against President Emmanuel Macron's labour law reforms,
although turnout appeared lower than at demonstrations in previous
years.

Hitting back at Macron's pledge to give no ground to "slackers", some in
Paris carried placards reading: "Slacker on Strike" while in Bordeaux
demonstrators chanted: "Macron you're screwed, the slackers are in the
streets."

The Paris prefecture said 24,000 protesters turned out in the capital,
where riot police clashed with hooded youths in isolated skirmishes on
the fringe of the march led by the Communist Party-linked CGT
union. Read Article 

International Trade News
U.S. International Trade in Goods and Services
US Department of Commerce - Economics and Statistics
Administration
The U.S. Census Bureau and Bureau of Economic Analysis released
new data showing July 2017 international trade deficit increased 0.3
percent from June, to $43.7 billion. Exports decreased 0.3 percent, to
$194.4 billion, and imports fell 0.2 percent, to $238.1 billion. Read
Report 

Monthly Wholesale Trade
US Department of Commerce -
Economics and Statistics Administration
The U.S. Census Bureau announced today that July 2017 wholesale
inventories were $602.4 billion, up 0.6 percent from the revised June
level and up 3.3 percent from one year earlier. Sales were $465.1 billion,
down 0.1 percent from the revised June level but up 5.9 percent from
July 2016. Read Report 

International Transactions
US Department of Commerce -
Economics and Statistics Administration
The U.S. current-account deficit increased to $123.1 billion, or 2.6
percent of current-dollar gross domestic product (GDP), in the second
quarter of 2017, from $113.5 billion (revised), or 2.4 percent of GDP in
the first quarter of 2017. Read Report 
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CPA to US Trade Rep, Overhaul NAFTA
or Walk Away
Coalition for a Prosperous America
The Coalition for a Prosperous America (CPA)
sent a letter to US Trade Representative Robert
Lighthizer on Friday, urging him to reject calls to merely "tweak" or
"modernize" the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
Instead, the letter states: "we support administration efforts to overhaul
NAFTA or walk away."

"Voters did not choose a presidential candidate to merely 'tweak' or
'modernize' NAFTA," said Dan DiMicco, CPA Chairman. "They want a
fundamentally new direction in trade deals. CPA's letter outlines how a
new NAFTA can make American strong rather than weak." 

CPA's letter includes 12 specific recommendations with a focus upon
trade imbalances and currency misalignment. Read Full Release and
Letter 

The Most Over-hyped US Trade Deal Is
About to Get a Makeover
IndustryWeek - Bloomberg 
More than 23 years in, and the North American
Free Trade Agreement still hasn't lived up to the
hype.

President Bill Clinton pitched it as a jobs engine that would contribute to
world peace. One of his opponents in the 1992 election, Ross Perot,
predicted it would trigger a "giant sucking sound" as American jobs
flowed to Mexico. Unions trashed it. Corporations lionized it.

Earlier this year when the U.S. Trade Representative's office invited
public input ahead of the pact's first major overhaul that begins
Wednesday, the website temporarily went down. Some 12,500
comments have since rolled in. Rarely has a trade deal unleashed so
much sound and fury. Read Article 

UK Trade Minister Outlines Post-Brexit
Approach to WTO, US Economic Ties
International Centre for Trade and
Sustainable Development
The United Kingdom views "the future of global
trade" as revolving particularly around digital economy, services, and
development, according to Liam Fox, the country's Secretary of State for
International Trade.

The UK official specifically outlined to audiences in Geneva and
Washington over the past week how his country may approach this
"new chapter in its history" when it comes to the WTO and US trade
ties, respectively, given the expected Brexit date of March 2019.
Speaking late last week at the Graduate Institute of International and
Development Studies in Geneva, Switzerland, the UK trade official said
that the country's objectives regarding the WTO would focus on
addressing current and future challenges, while "[advancing] the cause
of free trade," as part of its deep-seated commitment to the organisation.
Read Article 

Caribbean Condiment Exports
Heat Up
Spore - Technical Centre for Agricultural
and Rural Cooperation (CTA)
From sweet preserves to spicy sauces,
regional condiment agro-processers are investing in certification and
standardisation in order to sustainably enter the highly developed
international ethnic and gourmet export markets.

The value of the global condiment market is expected to rise to €20.29
billion by 2020, with urbanisation, higher disposable incomes, and
growing interest in world cuisine increasing the demand for exotic
sauces in North America and Europe. International sales of sauces and
mixed condiments from Caribbean Community (CARICOM) countries
is less than €44 million, presenting an opportunity to harness the export
and growth potential of Caribbean condiment brands and novel products.
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The Caribbean's main spice and condiment crops are hot peppers,
nutmeg, mace, pimento, ginger and cinnamon, with key exports coming
from Belize, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, and Trinidad and Tobago. In the 1970s, Jamaica's Busha
Browne Company became the first regional agro-processor to export jerk
seasoning (a spice mix native to Jamaica) to the US. Today the firm also
exports to Australia, Canada, England and New Zealand. In fact,
Jamaica recently took a giant step to support its jerk seasoning exporters'
by becoming the first English-speaking Caribbean country to register an
indigenous product, 'jerk', under the international geographical indication
system. Read Article 

BRICS Countries: Emerging
Players in Global Services Trade 
International Trade Center
BRICS countries - Brazil, the Russian
Federation, India, China, and South Africa
- have emerged as important players in global services trade in the past
decade. BRICS services exports are growing faster than the developed
countries; their share in global services markets is also expanding
rapidly. Yet they still lag behind traditional major players and much work
remains to tap into their potential. This report provides data on sector and
modes of supply for each BRICS country, and analyses intra-BRICS
trade. The analysis suggests that BRICS can better integrate into the
global services economy by improving services regulations and reducing
trade costs. If you're interested in reading the full report, please Click
Here:  

China Signals Retaliation After
Trump's Call for Trade Review
IndustryWeek - Bloomberg 
U.S. President Donald Trump's request to probe
how China handles intellectual property
prompted a firm response: Beijing will stand up for its rights.

The Ministry of Commerce responded with a statement Tuesday
expressing serious concern and saying it "will resort to all proper
measures" to firmly defend its lawful rights if the U.S. disregards
multilateral rules and hurts bilateral trade ties.

"The U.S. should cherish the current good trade ties and rapport with
China, and any protectionist move will certainly damage bilateral
economic relations and hurt the business interests of companies in both
countries," the ministry said in its statement. Read Article 

May Asks Trump to Step in Over
Boeing and Bombardier Dispute
IndustryWeek - Bloomberg 
Boeing is pressing the U.S. International Trade
Commission to impose tariffs against its
Canadian competitor over sales of its C Series Jets at "absurdly low
prices" while receiving unfair government support. 

U.K. Prime Minister Theresa May asked U.S. President Donald Trump
to intervene in a court dispute between Boeing Co. and Canada's
Bombardier Inc. over state aid, her office said.

The request, made in a call with the president on Sept. 5, came as her
government seeks to protect jobs at a Bombardier plant in Belfast,
Northern Ireland. May's government relies on votes from Northern
Ireland's Democratic Unionist Party to pass legislation through the
House of Commons. Read Article 

EU Commission President Outlines
Vision for Bloc's Integration Future,
Trade Agenda
International Centre for Trade and
Sustainable Development
European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker announced a
series of proposed initiatives and priority areas for the EU's executive
arm to take on through the end of 2018, while making unity, efficiency,
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strength, and economic growth among the key themes of his annual
"State of the European Union" speech on Wednesday 13 September.

"The vision of a more united, stronger and more democratic Europe I am
outlining today combines elements from all of the scenarios I set out in
March. But our future cannot remain a scenario. We have to prepare the
Union of tomorrow, today," said Juncker to the bloc's parliamentarians.

The speech, given at the European Parliament's Strasbourg
headquarters, was being closely watched to see how the chief of the
EU's executive arm would address his vision for the bloc's future -
particularly as Brexit negotiations get well underway. Read Release

Education and Workforce Development News
Holcomb Rolls Out $24M Job Training
Initiative
Community College Daily News
Indiana Gov. Eric Holcomb unveiled a program
this week that will pay training and education
costs for employers and workers in high demand fields.

The Republican says the education entitlement should help train
workers - from welders and machinists, to nursing assistants and IT
techs - for skilled and advanced technology jobs, which require more
than a high school diploma.

"Indiana is going to cover the cost of our Hoosiers getting the certificates
they need to move up that economic ladder," Holcomb said during a
news conference Monday at the Allison Transmission factory in
Indianapolis.Read Article

A Shift Back to the Trades
Community College Daily - Matt Krupnick of
The Hechinger Report
At a steel factory dwarfed by the adjacent Auto
Club Speedway at Fontana, California, Fernando
Esparza is working toward his next promotion.

Esparza is a 46-year-old mechanic for Evolution Fresh, a subsidiary of
Starbucks that makes juices and smoothies. He's taking a class in
industrial computing taught by a community college at a local
manufacturing plant in the hope it will bump up his wages.

It's a pretty safe bet. The skills being taught here are in high demand.
That's in part because so much effort has been put into encouraging high
school graduates to go to college for academic degrees rather than for
training in industrial and other trades that many fields like his face
worker shortages.

Now California is spending $6 million on a campaign to revive the
reputation of vocational education, and $200 million to improve the
delivery of it. Read Article  

Ky. Governor: Cut College Programs
That Don't Pay Off
Community College Daily News 
Gov. Matt Bevin bluntly suggested this week that
some academic programs on Kentucky's college
campuses have outlived their necessity in times of tight state budgets.

With a pointed jab at the job prospects of interpretive dancers, the
Republican governor challenged public university boards and presidents
to consider eliminating some courses that don't produce graduates filling
high-wage, high-demand jobs.

His message comes as the state tries to fix its failing public pension
systems, and economists estimate Kentucky faces a $200 million
shortfall when the fiscal year ends in mid-2018. Read Article 

Training and Organizational  Development News
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Understanding the Demand/Capacity
Curve, Part 2: Why is It So Difficult to
Work with Intercompany Suppliers?
IndustryWeek - John Dyer
To summarize the demand/capacity curve: The
line at 100% represents the total capacity at the bottleneck operation.
When demand for our product or service is below the capacity line (point
"A"), our ability to meet customers' needs is enhanced. We have spare
capacity to overcome problems, so quality and on-time delivery metrics
have a higher probability of meeting customers' needs. However,
financial metrics are troubling since we are probably not hitting revenue
targets. So, the sales team is encouraged to do whatever is necessary
(cut prices, make guarantees, etc.) to improve the demand. When the
demand for products or services exceeds capacity (point "B"), the backlog
increases and expediting becomes a way of life. We have no ability to
recover from unexpected problems so quality and on-time delivery
metrics worsen and overtime skyrockets. Customers become frustrated
and take their business elsewhere. Once the demand drops below the
capacity line, things begin to stabilize, and a new cycle will begin (point
"C").

Editor's Note: This is a companion piece to "Understanding the
Demand/Capacity Curve."

If you were to ask operations leaders who their most difficult suppliers
are, the answer would most likely be plants from other divisions within
the same company. (We will refer to these plants as intercompany
suppliers.) Why is it so difficult to deal with internal plants that should
have the best interests of the parent company in mind--especially if the
leaders own company stock or are part owners? The demand/capacity
curve may provide some insight and put you on the path to making such
supplier arrangements work more smoothly.

"I have some news from the corporate office," says the business leader
of the ABC division to her leadership team. "Apparently, our Dallas plant
in the XYZ division has extra capacity and has the capability to produce
some parts we currently buy. Our CEO was convinced by their
leadership team to put out an edict that we start buying our parts from
this internal plant in order to utilize some of this extra capacity." Read
Article 

IBM's Rometty Sees AI Changing, Not
Eliminating, Future Jobs
IndustryWeek - Bloomberg 
In IBM Chief Executive Officer Ginni Rometty's
vision of the near future, all businesses will need
artificial intelligence to succeed, but software and machines will take jobs
away from very few actual humans.

"There's so much fear-mongering around what AI is," Rometty said in
an interview at Bloomberg's Sooner Than You Think conference in New
York. "When it comes to complete job replacement, it will be a very small
percentage; when it comes to changing a job and what you do, it'll be
100%."

Rometty said the issue of skills is "front and center" in the U.S. now,
even without considering the impacts of AI. She reiterated her view that
education has to be "fundamentally revamped" in this country for "the
era of man and machine."

Rather than a dystopian vision in which robots rule the world, Rometty
sees AI, or cognitive computing as IBM calls it, as a tool for humans to
make better business decisions. And there's a $2 trillion market for that,
Rometty said. Read Article 

What to Do When an Employee Makes a
Mistake
IndustryWeek - IW Staff 
Young Bill has missed another deadline
important to one of your best customers. You'll pay a penalty on the order
and you run the risk of losing the business totally. You've talked to Bill
before, but this time you're ready to really let him have it. You call him in
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to your office, close the door and then...

If you think the answer is to scream at him or threaten to fire him, you're
likely only going to make the problem worse, says Don Rheem, a
leadership expert and author of Thrive By Design: The Neuroscience that
Drives High-Performance Cultures (ForbesBooks, 2017, $29.95)

"The traditional role of managers is to hold people accountable to
timelines, budgets, productivity and other factors," he says. "But often
that's done with a fear-based approach where employees perform their
duties under threat of some kind of punishment."
Read Article  

Quality News
Achieving Perfect Delivery with a Lean
Supply Chain
IndustryWeek - Tim McLean 
What does it take to deliver what your customer
needs, in the quantity he needs, on time, every
time? It should simple. It really is the most fundamental requirement of
any manufacturing or distribution business. So why do so many
businesses find on time, in full delivery so hard to achieve?

Even if you think you are doing well, you might be kidding yourself. On
time in full delivery (some companies call it DIFOT - delivery in full and
on time) is perhaps the most abused metric in business (next to profit of
course!). Due dates get shifted, tolerances get allowed and lead times get
imposed on customers. If you want to know how good your business'
delivery performance is, there is only one person to ask - your customer.
Chances are, you may get an unpleasant surprise when the customer's
perception of your service does not accord with you own. Meeting the
customer's expectations - the exact expectations, not what you think they
should be, then becomes the starting point of improvement.
Read Article 

When You Can't Count On Numbers
IndustryWeek - Bob Argyle 
Grade school math teachers are fond of saying
that numbers can't lie. Maybe so, but they can be
misleading.

In the case of manufacturing, it is a common standard to measure plant
productivity by looking at Overall Equipment Effectiveness or OEE. It is
measured by looking at how effective a plant is running in the areas of
availability, performance and quality. However, holding OEE as the
primary metric of success for a plant can be problematic and even short
sighted.

Here is a case in point. On one plant's floor we have a 70% OEE
number. On another plant floor we have a "world-class" rating of 90%. It
would seem to be an open and shut case that the 90% plant floor is more
effective. A closer look shows that just isn't always the case. Let me
explain further. Read Article

Cyber Secuurity and IT News
IoT Security: A Two-Pronged Defense
Strategy for Manufacturers
IndustryWeek - Kiel Murray, Chris Reffkin,
Chris Wilkinson 
Asset availability and serviceability are critical to
manufacturers, so when it comes to providing security for the Internet of
Things (IoT)-that fast-growing array of monitoring and control devices
connected via the web-one might assume the manufacturing and
distribution (M&D) sector is outpacing everyone else. All too often,
however, that's not the case.

With more than 30 billion IoT devices expected to be in service by 2020-
and as many as 75 billion by 2025-IoT security has become an urgent
concern. Many manufacturers today find themselves struggling to
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provide adequate security for Internet-connected cameras, sensors,
monitors and control devices. Read More 

Where Is All of the IoT Malware Hiding?
IndustryWeek - Internet of Things Institute -
Brian Buntz 
Many of the most prominent IoT exploits are from
security researchers. But that doesn't mean that
IoT malware isn't already treacherous.

Given the significant attention dedicated to IoT security, there have been
relatively few big IoT-specific attacks to hit the press. Exceptions include
last year's Mirai botnet, in which threat actors targeted the weak security
of some 360,000 IoT devices to target DNS provider Dyn. A chunk of the
internet went offline as a result. 

In 2010, there was Stuxnet - a zero-day exploit that caused physical
damage to Iran's nuclear centrifuges. And five years later, Russian IoT
malware targeted Ukraine's electrical grid, ultimately cutting off power to
230,000 people. Most recently, there was Stackoverflowin, software that
commanded every online printer to print and then there was a leak of
thousands of telnet credentials for IoT devices on Pastebin disclosed by
Ankit Anubhav, principal security researcher at NewSky Security. Read
Article 

Can You Improve Your Security and
Maintain Employee Productivity
Levels?
IndustryWeek - Yaron Galant 
Manufacturing companies are creating staggering
volumes of data. Product specs, manuals, inventory reports, sales
quotes, catalogs, contracts, invoices - all are the lifeblood of the
manufacturer. And the days of keeping all that information locked away
in the basement data center, available only to employees who sit behind
the firewall, are long gone.

Maximizing productivity requires that authorized employees and partners
worldwide have easy and secure access to these documents, from any
location on any device. That necessitates overcoming several obstacles,
including working with disparate IT systems that don't "talk" to each
other, sharing large files with remote employees and partners,
maintaining governance over regulated data to meet compliance
requirements, and preventing breaches by cyber thieves who covet
intellectual property and other sensitive information. Read Article

Equifax Data Breach: Number of
Victims May Never be Known
USA Today - Adam Shell
Countless Americans will no doubt suffer financial harm from the
Equifax data breach. But we may never know the exact number.
In the real world, quantifying the number of homes damaged by a
hurricane or how many people lost their jobs last month is a
straightforward math exercise. But in the shadowy online world, getting
a precise count of people hurt by a specific data breach - like the
cyberheist at Equifax - is far more challenging.
Maybe even impossible, say cybersecurity experts. Read Article 

Human Resource Management News
Can You Fire an Employee for
Attending a Protest? Yes, Depending
on Your State
Material Handling & Logistics - David
Sparkman 
Following the violent ending of the clash of the extreme right and
extreme left in Charlottesville, Va., it was reported that several of the "Alt
Right" protesters whose pictures showed up in the news were fired from
their jobs.

Can an employer do that? Yes, as long as the workplace is not located in
one of those states that says you can't.
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"Generally speaking, in the at-will context, a private employer who finds
out that an employee attended a rally outside of working hours can
subsequently fire that employee," says Demetri Economou, an attorney
with the law firm of Kane Russell Coleman Logan "That is exactly what
some Virginia employers have done after the events in
Charlottesville." Read Article 

Generation Z and Millennials in the
Workforce
EHSToday - Stefanie Valentic 
Short attention spans. Technology driven.
Philanthropic. These are three traits that
differentiate Generation Z - those who were born in the mid-to-late '90s -
from Millennials, says Matt Stewart, co-founder of College Works
Painting.

Stewart, who works closely with those in Generation Z, indicates there
are certain characteristics those who are born in that time period develop,
and they are shaping today's workforce behavior. Because of this change
in attitudes and beliefs, situations involving younger workers must be
handled on a individual basis.
Read Article 

A Recruiter With A Tough Job Ahead
IndustryWeek - Gargi Chakrabarty
Orion Talent CEO Mike Starich works with
companies like GE Energy Connections, Honda
Motors, Siemens and Aggreko to fill up positions
with hard-to-find skilled workers. Since the company's launch in 1991 as
a provider of military hiring solutions, matching 40,000+ veterans with
more than 7,500 employers, it has expanded its service offerings and
candidate pool - especially with the acquisition of RPO firm Novotus
(now Orion Novotus) last year. 

Today, Orion Talent has 5 offices nationwide, with 250 full time
employees. Starich works closely with HR teams across diverse
industries to help fill difficult positions such as maintenance mechanics,
production supervisors, field service technicians, manufacturing
engineers and machine operatrs. He spoke with IndustryWeek on a
variety of issues impacting the labor market, especially in the
manufacturing sector. Read Article 

Environmental, Health & Safety News

Job Insecurity Is Making Americans
Sick
EHSToday - Sandy Smith 
Despite recent low unemployment rates, job
insecurity is so stressful that employees often suffer from a variety of
physical and psychological problems, including heart disease, loss of
sleep and psychological distress, according to new research from Ball
State University's College of Health.

Association of Job Insecurity with Health Risk Factors and Poorer Health
in American Workers, published in the Journal of Community Health,
also found that job insecure individuals in the United States are more
likely to be male, racial minorities or multiracial adults, those with less
than a college degree and 45-64 years old. Read Article 

Prolonged Standing on the Job =
Greater Risk of Heart Disease
EHS Today - Sandy Smith 
Workers who stand on the job most of the time
are at greater risk of heart disease than workers
who predominantly sit, according to a study just published in the
American Journal of Epidemiology. Even after taking into account a wide
range of personal, health and work factors, people who primarily stand
on the job are twice as likely as people who primarily sit on the job to
have a heart attack or congestive heart failure.

"Workplaces have been hearing a lot lately about the health effects of
prolonged sitting on the job," says Institute for Work & Health (IWH)
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Senior Scientist Dr. Peter Smith, who led a team of researchers from
IWH and the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences (ICES) to conduct
this study. "Our results suggest that workplaces also need to pay
attention to the health effects of prolonged standing, and target their
prevention programs accordingly." Read Article 

The Powerful Pull Of Opioids Leaves
Many 'Missing' From U.S. Workforce
NPR Morning Edition - Yuki Noguchi
Jonathan Guffey, 32, has spent more than half
his life hooked on opioids. He currently works
with his family in construction, but his job
history is pockmarked by addiction.

Jonathan Guffey has chiseled youthful looks and, at 32, does not have
the haggard bearing of someone who has spent more than half his life
hooked on opioids. That stint with the drug started at 15 and ended - he
says for good - 22 months ago. He has a job working with his family in
construction, but his work history is pockmarked by addiction. Hear and
Read Transcript 
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